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Abstract
Over the last few decades. all societies have been subjected tp fundamental processes of
transformation which have challenged the prevalent socfal and Ideological systems. These processes
have also challenged the fainlllar models of social criticism and methods of spclal transformation.
The Ideological systems of Marxism and liberal democracy had empha8'zed the proletarian class
and political citizen as the main agents of social criticism. But contemporary changes have pointed
to the limits of these categories as bearers of critlasm. creativity and transformation. The present
article discusses the task and functioning of criticism at the contemporary juncture and points to the
need for broadening tts agenda from Its predominantly political articulation to practices and processes
of self-crlHclsm, moral struggles, cultural creativity and seH-transtormation. It also discusses the Issue
of criticism and creativity In the field of culture. The article concludes with an engagement with the
dialectics of contemporary transformations. It argues that dialectics needs to be rethought today In
the tight of contemporary processes of multl-dtmentlonal tranformatlon political and spiritural
and needs to be linked to both the pulse of dialogue and the pulse of freedom.
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I cantt help but dream about a kind of criticism that would not try to Judge. but bring an oeuvret a
book, a sentence. an Idea to llfe; It would light fires, watch the grass grow. listen to the wind, and
catch the sea-foam In the breeze and scatter It. It would multiply, not Judgments, but 'signs of
existence; It would summon them, drag them from their sleep.
Michel Foucault (1988).
"Practicing Criticism," p. 326

(A contemporary critique of capttallsm] Is perhaps more needed than ever, as the demise of state
socialism has Increased capltallsm's self-assertfon. Today there Is scarcely anyone who wants to
criticize capitalism. And yet In the European Union alone we have seventeen million unemployed.
xxx We have to imagine something new In order to criticize this system. But the standard of criticism
can only be the reallzatlon of a radlcar democracy, which naturally Involves taming capitalism by
means of a social state to a degree yet unknown
Jurgen Habermas,
"Overcoming the Past," p. 11

To go Inside In the Ille of the spirit Is also to expand oneseH In terms of consciousness, to break
down the separating wall between oneself and the all. Self-reallzatlon with the medieval saints of
India was not a running away from the world to what Is called to save one's soul; It Is being rebom
egoless, so that you are able to look at the whole world In a different eye. You become a rebel
because you want the relationships and arrangements of society to be determined anew.

Chltta Ranfan Das (1982),
"A Glimpse Into Oriya Literature,"p. BO.

Social criticism la part of a wider criticism of llfe and Is animated by a passion of both critique and construction. It
begins with an enquiry Into the foundations of our lffe and a'n awareness about Its multl-dimenslonal origin and dynamics-the material and the spiritual, the collactlve and the lndlvldual: It evaluates the nature of our contemporary soclal institutions
from the point of view of Justice and human dignity. Life means multiple webs of relationships and criticism Is an Inquiry
Into the quality of these relationships. Crftlctem also seeks to understand whether ~e motles of togethemess suggested
In llfe'a architecture of relatlonshlps genuinely holds together or not. Criticism begins with a description of the dynamics
of relatlonshlps In Ufa; observes and deacrtbea both coherence and Incoherence, hannonles and contradictions at work
In life; and seeks to move from Incoherence to coherence, darknen to light, and from llght to more light. An etemal
desire to move from one summit of perfection to another Is the objective of criticism which Is not a speclallzed attribute
of life; It Is life Itself.
Soclofoglcally, self, society and culture are three dimensions, domains or levels of reality where the webs of
relationship called life are at work. Though social criticism has definitely mQre to do with the fleld called the soclal. It Is
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not separated from the dynamics of criticism and creativity In the field of self and culture. Society consists of the dialectic
of value and power and social criticism Is an enquiry Into the mode of this dialectic without presupposing that this dialectic
is a process of detennlnatlon where power detennlnes the terms of discourse and holds the keys to human emancipation
(cf. Betelfle 1980; Girt 1996). Social criticism Is an Inquiry Into the nature of legltlmacy of a society's structure of power
and the dignity of its Institutional order. But the process of soclal criticism goes hand In hand with the process of selfcriticism (I.e. self-criticism In the fife of the subjects as well as an object of concem In the life of fellow beings) and cultural
criticism. In fact, self-criticism Is the base of social criticism while cultural criticism constitutes its sky.
The task of social criticism Is one of Interrogating the foundations of one's society (also of another's; consider the
exemplary social criticism of American democracy presented to us by the French Alexls de Tocqueville) and reinterpreting
It. What Is the dynamics of such criticism and who are Its actors? The actor can be an Individual, a group of like-minded
individuals whom we can call a community of critics, a group or a movement. The actors of social criticism can either
conceive their role as one of Just standing by the side of the river and never Jumping Into It or Immersing themselves
totally In rt and presenting a critique from the Inside out. In the case of the fonner, the critics perceive their role as one of
pointing out the faults and contradictions of the society concemed but they do not take responslbillty for their crftlcal
positions. Here social critics behave as marginal men and women; Ilka Simmers strangers, '1hey are in but not wholly of
thefr society" (Walzer 1988: 32). In contrast to this, we can find critics who are related to the society they criticize both
politically and morally. ..,t Is opposition, far more than detachment, that determines" the shape of such social criticism.
Here the critic takes sides and •sets·himself against the political forces" (Walzer 1988: 48).
But while a critic or a community of critics or a movement takes a political side; he or she may not feel the necessity
of taking the beliefs and values of the people whose life Is the object of her I his criticism seriously. The critic may
proceed with an assumption or arrogance that she Is endowed with a uniquely revealed Truth and It is his destiny• to
preach It to the many unfortunate whose life Is In urgent need of redemption. Therefore the politically responsible criticism
that Walzer associates with connected soclal criticism can go without taking seriously or having a dialogue with the
internal tradition of a society. This seems to have been the case with many of the major movements of criticism In the
modem wor1d, for Instance, Marxism, Psychoanalysis, and Feminism. True, many creative critics within these movements
of criticism have tried to make a dialogue between their modernist agenda of criticism and their lived traditions giving rise
to a Buddhist Marxism or a vedantlc psychoanalysis ot a truly Indigenous feminism, but such moves have by and large
been on the fringe and have been.looked with suspicion by the Ideological proponents of such systems of social criticism. 1

But In order to make social criticism a worthwhile engagement, there Is a need to take the tradition of a society
seriously. This seems to conllttute the difference between a Platonic approach to social criticism and an Aristotelian
mode which takes people's practfcea as the starting point of an Inquiry. Whl" 1or Plato, the opinions of finite and Imperfect
people, as embodied In their traditions, are hardly a sufficient basis for an account of what Is really good, even good for
these very same people," Aristotle urges the criUcs to •seek conviction through arguments using the traditional beliefs as
our witnesses and standards" (Nussbaum and Sen 1987: 23). But at the same time the evaluation of tradition In the
Artistotellan agenda also Involves a movement 1,eyond the superficial desires of participants to a deeper and more objective
level" (Nussbaum & Sen 1957: 23). Criticism here Is a deliberative process which "confronts the reflecting participant
with all of the altematlve views on a topic, leads him or her through a thorough Imaginative exploration of ejtch," leading
to modification of their many unconsidered positions. Vet, ihis modification, If It takes place, wlll tdke place not as an
imposition from without, but as a discovery about which, among that person's own values, are the deepest and the most
central. This Is self-discovery and discovery of one's own traditions" (1987: 24).
While taking seriously the lntemal tradition of a society In one's act of critlcJsm, two points have to be bom In mind.
First, sources of soclal criticism are not solely lntemal to a society concemed; they are invariably bom out of a global
interpenetration of traditions, societal consciousness and clvlUzatlonal perspectives. lror example, In understanding the
sources of criticism In a seeker such as Gandhi we find that these are not solely intemar to Indian tradition; rather It is
born out of the dlalectfc between the emancipatory traditions In the West represented by Thoreau, Ruskin and Tolstoy
and Indian traditions of spiritual criticism. The same Is the case with Sri Aurobfndo and Swami Vivekananda whose critical
agenda Is difficult to understand without understanding their dialogue with the emancipatory agenda of modemlty. Such
a view of the multiple sources of social criticism Is particularly important In the present day world where societies and
cultures are increasingly part of a process of mutual lntepenetratlon where the vision and the experiment of good life in
one holds a critical mirror for the unjust social arrangement that Is perpetuated In the other. Second, the dialogue between
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tradition and critique may not be a smooth one and social criticism must have the courage to break away from tradition
and create new ones for the sake of Justice and human dignity.
In fact, social criticism Involves taking a hypothetical attitude to onets culture, society and one's taken-for-granted
conceptions of self. Taking such a hypothetical attitude is a dlfflcult task. but an inevitable challenge to be overcome.
because "Individuals who have been socialized cannot take a hypothetical attitude to the form of life and the personal lifehistory that have shaped their own Identity" (Habermas 1990: 104). For many Interlocutors within the Western critical
tradition--from Aristotle to Habermas-thls overcoming of the natural blindness Is posslble by participating In a rational
deliberation on the form of Hfe to which one belongs. Habermas calls such modes of engagement discourse ethics and
argues that "for the hypothesis-testing participant In a discourse. the relevance of the experiential context of his life world
tends to pale. To him, the normatlvlty of existing Institutions seems Just as open to question as the objectivity of things
and events" (1990: 109). Habermas (1990: 108) further tells us In his memorable phrase: "Under the unrelenting moralizing
gaze of participants in discourse xxx familiar Institutions can be transformed Into so many Instances of problematic Justice."

But after taking a hypothetical attitude to one's society, a critic has to come back to the society In order to transform
it. To put It In the words of historian Arnold Joseph Toynbee. the process of withdrawal has to be accompanied by a
process of return and an attempt at a new lffe based on self-realized, transformed values. Habermas also helps us
understand this: "concern for the fate of one's neighbor Is a necessary emotlonal prerequisite for the cognitive oper,tlons
expected of participants In discourses." But how do we achieve 11lntegratlon of cognitive operations and 81'.'lotional
dispositions" In our crltlcal engagements? Here Is the rationalist binding In the Habermaslan discourse ethics adequate
end enough? Realizing this Integration also Involves going beyond one's rational mind and discover the spiritual dimension
In one's self and the other. But even whlle looklng for hermeneutic supplements after reallzlng that '1he discursive
Justification of norms Is no guarantor of moral Insights," the farthest Habermas can go Is towards neighborhood solidarity
and "intemallzation ofauthority'' (1990: 170).
But the problem with sucn a supplementary exercise Is that It falls to realise that •reflective dialectical examination"
also requires 11reflectlve selr whose sources are not only material and rational but also spiritual. Critical theory from
Aristotle to Habermas has shared an uncrftlcal faith In the ability of ratlonallty to arrive at Integration of our life and in
thinking about the task of social criticism today there Is probably a crucial need to think about the limit and possibility of
such a preoccupation. There Is a commitment here to a "rational criticism of culture" which leaves untouched the question
of the infraratlonal and the superratlonal or the supramentaf challenges of the human condition, not to mention that It Is
not reflective enough about such a basic problem as the cultural construction of rationality Itself. But as Sri Auroblndo
(1962: 206) has argued, In reallzlng an Integration between cognitive dlstantiatlon and emotional care. uA rational
satisfaction cannot give (a person) safety from the pull from below nor deliver him from the attraction from above." "It is
spiritual, a greater than rational, enlightenment that can alone lllumlne the vital nature of man and Impose harmony on its
self..aeekJngs, antatgonlsms and discords" (Ibid).
I wish to submit for your consideration that social criticism now needs to have an agenda of spiritual criticism which
encompasses rational criticism. More speclflcally, the Habermasian agenda of practical discourse needs to be a part of
an agenda of what can be called practical spirituality. Practical spirituality, as Swami Vlvekenanda argues. urges us to
realize that "the highest Idea of morality and unselfishness goes hand In hand with the highest Idea of metaphysical
conception" (Vivekananda 1991: 354). This highest conception pertains to the realfzatlon that man himself is God: ·vou
are that fmpersenaf Being: that God for whom you have been searching all over the time ts yourself--yourself not in the
personal sense but In the Impersonal" (Vivekananda 1991: 332). The task of practical splrltuallty begins with this self·
realization but does not end there: Its objective Is to transform the world. The same Vivekananda thus challenges us:
11
The watchword of all well-being, of all moral good Is not ·r' but "thou." Who cares whether there Is a heaven or a hell.
who cares if there Is an unchangeable or not? Here Is the world and It Is full of misery. Go out into Uas Buddha did, and
struggle to lessen It or die In the attempt" (Vivekananda 1991: 353).

The objective of practlcal splr1tuallty Is to solve the concrete problems of men and women and enable them to move
from food to freedom. Spiritual criticism la animated by such a pa11lon of Integration and transformation. Let us try to
understand the varieties of splrltual criticism et work In society and history. Prophetic criticism about which Walzer (1988)
has so Insightfully told us Is an Instance of aplrltual criticism of society where prophets use the name of God to bulld their
movements against the forces of oppression. Not only In traditional aocfefles but also In varieties of contemporary societies
one Is back to the begfnnlng where soclal critic Is a prophet. The prophets are not only opposed to priesthood but also to

.
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the State. As Walzer speaks of the prophet Amos: "ln the dispute between Amos and the priest Amaziah, it is the prophet
who appeals to religious tradition, the prtest only to the reason of the state". For Walzer, "Prophecy aims to arouse
remembrance, recognition, Indignation and repentance" (Walzer 1988: 63).
Prophecy also aJms to arouse reallzatlon In each one of us that we contain the reality and possibility of being a
prophet ourselves. As we think about· propheUc criticism, It Is essential to realize that "the typologl~al differentiation
between man and ovennan no tonger makes much sense, If It ever did" (Connolly 1991: 182). As Connolly tells us: "The
'overman' now falls apart as a set of distinct dispositions concentrated In a particular caste or type and Its spiritual qualltles
migrate to a set of dispositions that may compete for presence In any selr (Ibid). In an exciting way, developments In
11
quantum physics buttress such a view of criticism and creativity. For Donah Zohar and lao Marshall: lf we are looking for
•Goer within Physics the vacuum would be the most appropriate place to look xxx the vacuum has all the characteristics
of the Immanent God, or the Godhead, spoken of by the mystics. the God within, the God who creates and discovers
Himself through the unfolding existence of His creation" (Zohar & Marshall 1993: 197 / 198). But ihere is nobody here to
act but us•. Perhaps the ·second Coming" for which so many people have waited Is nothing else but the realization that
we are that "coming." The Job of transforming ourselves and saving the world Is down to us" (Ibid).
t

Closely related to prophetic criticism Is the agenda of martyrdom. J.P.S. Uberoi tells us In his recent provocative
study of Sikhism and Gandhism that In their struggle against the power of the state the martyrs show that ..no power on
earth can make the self do anything against Its nature, except lndlr~y confer martyrdom on It" (Uberol 1996: 88). For
Uberol, the elementary structure of martyrdom Is •manifestly the non-dualism of lovlng self-sacrtflce..but equally It Is the
responslblllty of "arising to bear witness" on the duaHty of the true and false, religion and trrellglon, liberation and bondage"
(Uberoi 1996: 130). Furthermore, "The martyr Is one who must love his enemy In some sense since he or she Is the
perfect witness (saheed-ul-kamll) that God, who at this time takes an Interest In history and polltlcs, does not want his
servant to suppose, as the dualist would, that Satanism has any true Independent existence, and ~o dharmayudhya, the
righteous war. can be transformed Into satysgral18' (Uberol 1996: 124). Giving the.examples of Antigone. Socrates, Jesus
Gandhi and the Sikh Gurus Uberol urges us to reallze that martyrs as social critics criticize the existing structure of power
for the sake of "self.rule, self.reforms•• and the •self-management of society."

Bhaktl movements In Indian traditions have been yet another example of spiritual criticism where we meet social
critics as saints who dissolve the category between the priest and the laity and fight for a relationship of dignity. Some
proponents of the Bhakti Movement In medieval India such as the poet Achyutananda Das of Orissa have made a distinction
between different kinds of Bhaktl-Brahmana Bhaktl, Valshya Bhakti, Khastrlya Bhaktt and Shudra Bhaktl--and have put
Shudra Bhaktl at the top.2 Shudra Bhaktl rs characterized by a paaalon to serve God, society and the Other without any
precondition. The objective of criticism and creativity then Is to enable human beings to be Shudras--servants of God,
servants of an Ideal relatlonshlp and good society which grants human dignity to all. Shudras represent tabor In Indian
tradition and In Bhaktl movements labour and devotion, that Is, shrama and bhsktl come together for the sake of
transformation.
Prophetic criticism, martyrdom and the Bhaktl movements are examples of spiritual criticism In society and history.
They are not innocent of the dynamics of power both In their method and object of soclal criticism but they are not
confined to It. They propose a different relatlonshlp between knowledge and power where knowledge does not end In
the acquisition of power but In the cultlvatlon of an understanding and sraddha. These Initiatives In criticism help us to
realize that the social critic Is a tapsshyl and the tapashya of criticism Is a tapashya of sraddha. As Chltta RanJan Das
argues: "like the demon (the critic] Is not engaged In this tapashys for the acquls1Uon of more power but for more sraddhs
(reverence for life). It Is sraddha which makes knowledge radiant, expands It to right fields of activities and makes one
capable of more giving and true sraddha acts as the mother of courage" (Das 1991: 35).
Das also argues that the bearer of soclal criticism Is a ..creative man" who looks at.the world through the eyes of a
friend-·mltrashys chakhusys, as he calls It. Soclal criticism In the modem world has been governed. very much by. the
ideals of liberty and equality but crttlclsm as friendship retterates the transformational significance of fratemlty and sisterhood
in our critical engagement. A soclal critic Is primarily a friend of the man / woman on the street and a friend of the world.
This view _of criticism Is Illumined by Dallmayr's (1993) recent dlscuaslon of Heidegger as a "friend of the world." Neither
Dallmayr nor I condone Heidegger's lnltlal support for Fascism and his total silence on the holocaust but that should not
disable us to draw lessons from his critical and creative ousV/9; from an ·other Heidegger," as Dallmayr presents It.
From Heidegger we can have a vision of the soclal critic as a 1louH friend" who comes and sits In our backyards but
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encourages us to discover the depth dimension of our llves as well as other horizons. Socll\l criticism Is a genuine dialogue
between fellow beings whom Heldgegger calls •co-befngs.n:s What Heidegger writes of genuine dialogue Is true of criticism:
both of these are located at the ·midpoint of friendship of friends." For Heidegger, ihe partners of such dialogue recognize
each other In their difference or distinctiveness, a distinctiveness that Involves not separation but a mode of 11letting be.,
and settlng free" which allows human iruth" to emerge; the emblem of such truth again, Is frlendshtp·' (Ibid).
11

•

As we are Invited by the caUlng of social criticism as friendship. It has to be noted that social criticism also Involves
serious social antagonism and many critics In 10elety and history have used explicit political Insurrection as a method as
well. These moves have also helped to make the world a better place to llve In as much they have contributed to the
creation of a more democratic arrangement of power•
.

If rationality has been a deep structure of aoclal criticism In the Western crltlcal tradition, so has It been a
preoccupation with politics and power. It is quite striking that power as a tool of criticism and emancipation Is such an
uncritically taken for-granted assumption under the regime of modernity that critics cannot but think of discourse wit~out
politics and can not utter a sentence without the adjective and the noun--polltlcal and politics. Thus Seyla Benhablb can
not proceed further In her meditation on norm and utopia without talking about the 11polltlcs of fullflllment" and •politics of
self-transfiguration" and Anthony Giddens cannot talk about self-identities without talking of "life politics.'' I do not want to
belittle the significance of politics In the agenda of social criticism and I agree with Derrida (1994) that deconstruction
could not have been possible in a ·Pre-Marxist space:' As It Is difficult for a hungry person to realize God it Is equally for
a society govemed by unjust power realize Its spiritual worth. At one point, the relatlonshlp between power and
spJrttuallty has a relationship of succession, very much like the primary need and secondary needs In Maslow's hierarchy
of needs.4 But my submission Is that both work on transformation of undemocratic structures of power and selftransformation which enables the actors to use power with a spirit of Bhaktl--not with a wlll to dominate--ought to go
together a~d, In fact, can go together. Without esentlallzlng, we can understand the significance of Gandhi in terms of
both these slmultaneous-·not merely successlve--seeklngs.

to

One contemporary Interlocutor whose work has bee,n very Influential In terms of a power perspective Is Foucault.
For Foucault, soclal criticism la a criticism of not only macro power but also m!cro power: •critique must begin from an
analytlc of relatlons of power" (quoted In Caputo & Yount 1993: 7). But as ~.N. Mohanty (1993: 33) argues, like the
Heldegger1an •cunning of reason," Foucault's •power" also succeeds by ,,ldlng Its own mechanism," and I should say, by
hiding Its own-limitations. But In Foucault, we also find a realization of the limitation of power as a tool and object of
criticism In ensuring human emancipation. There Is also an other within Foucault which questions the primacy of the
political In the craft of social criticism. As Foucault writes: •1n fact, I have especially wanted to question poHtlcs. and to
bring to light In the polltlcal field, as In the field of historical and phllosophlcal Interrogation, some problems that had not
been recognized there before. I mean that the questions I am trying ask are not determined by a preestabllshed political
outlook and do not tend to the reallzatlon of some definite polltlcal project" (Foucault 1984: 376).
In reflecting on the task of social criticism. we have had a dialogue with Habermas and Foucault. How do we relate
to another major Interlocutor of criticism and creativity of our times, namely Jacques Derrida? Derrida's project of
·difference" Is a radical project In as much It Is Integrally finked to the critique of the system and the dynamics of movements
(Barnett 1989. But as we make a dialogue with Derrida. we realise that •deconstruction alone is not enough, it must be
accompanied by an at least te•tfve reconstruction grounded In the polltrcal and theoretical demands of the contemporary
world'' (Soja 1989: 74). Seeing the work of deconstructlonlsts In the contemporary world we are also bound to ask, •is
there nothing for the philosopher to do, after the demise of the metaphyslcal seriousness, but to be an intellectual Klbltzer/'
a concern-free creator of abnonnal discourse: an Insouciant player of deconstructive and fanciful word games, an agile
figure shaken on the thin Ice of a bottomless chessboard?" (Madison 1989: 107).
11

Derrida has a horizontal1notion of difference and cannot think of difference In terms of what Taylor (1989) calls
•qualitative distinction" and what Heller calls •eeyoncl." It Is to be noted that "Beyond" here does not refer only to being
different but to something •higher." True, Derrida speaks of God but for him God Is -Wholly other" but such a perspective
heightens the difference between God and Self, self and other rather than help us realize that God Is also part of the self.
Furthermore. Derrida urges us to understand the work of 11deferrar of differences but does not either urge or help us to
understand the frame of co-ordination between differences. But to strive to arrive at a framework of co-ordination Is not
to clear the grounds for totalitarianism or totallzatlon. The task for deconstructlve politics Is now to realize, as Ernesto
Laclau has so forcefully argued, that a 11polltlcs of pure difference" Is not enough (Girl 1995; Laclau 1994). Both the
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Foucauldlan agenda and Derrida's share a suspicion of the universal and urge us for a critlque of unlversality.''5 While
being enriched by this crltlcal suspicion about the violence of universal categories and processes, the task of social criticism
is also to describe and understand the manifold relationship between the universal and the particular that exists today
with a view to working out an emancipatory space which Inhabits both unjversal and the particular and transforms their
respective arrogance and narrowness to one of creative reconclllatlon.
11

In fact, description of existing processes, forms of life and movements Is / has to be an integral part of a project of
critical engagement. Such a project gets Inspiration from the project of a critical anthropology/ ethnography which submits
that it is possible to make a move from description to critical dialogue. Criticism begins with a description of the society It
seeks to understand, a description which Is not bound by any parttcular theory of social criticism and model of social
transformation. In fact, the problem wlth contemporary criticism la that It Is too much theory-driven and has very little
passion to understand the crltlcal movements that are at work In a form of life without fitting them to aprlorl theoretical
models or using one's critical engagements to prove or disprove a theory.
If social criticism has to maJntaln a mutually enriching dialogue with theories, It has to maintain a cautious distance

from the use of adjectives. Characterizing either the mode of social criticism or the form of life by certain adjectives-for
example, a Marxian criticism or a Gandhian soclety--does not lead us anywhere and the chanenge that confronts us now
Is to be liberated from such an adjectival regime.
It was Richard Rorty (1989) who had challenged us some time ago with his argument that human s91ldarity Is achieved
not by theory but by descrfptlon--deacription of the unfamfllar and redescriptlon of the familiar. If the task of social criticism
Is to create solidarity between human being through the help of description, then how do we make sense of the critical
engagements / works of our times? Here, we can take the work of Veena Das, a thought-provoking Intellectual of India,
as a case In point. In her Crltlcal Evsnts Das urges social theory and analysis to be sensitive to social suffering and
understand the need for creating an embodied solldarlty which dissolves the distinction between the self and the other.
She speaks about the suffering of the abducted women during the Partition of India and the victims of Bhopal Gas disaster.
among others. But she does not provide a single life-story of the victims nor those who have come forward to establish
embodied solldarJty with them. In fact In case of a tragedy like the Bhopal, an ethnographic (I.e., critically-descriptive)
portrayal of lives and communities could have Inspired efforts for creating solidarity and could have given rise to an engaged
public debate on this Issue. But Das does not do this. One of the few voices we hear In this text Is the one by an Illiterate
woman who address her speech towards the Judges of the Supreme Court of India: 'We only ask the Judges for one
thing. Please come here and count us" (Das 1995: 164). But Das's anthropological discourse ori suffering Is not very
different from the Judicial discourse In as much she does not establish our friendship with a few real life victims and noble
souls. In Das's text, suffering of real human beings thus gets displaced by the passion for.theory and Interpretation. This
suggests that the mode of wrftlng cruclally determines the Impact of our critical engagement. If soclal critlclsm Is written
descriptively and ethnographlcally It haa the potentlm to create multl-dlmenslonal and multi-pronged solldartty between
the victims and the concerned citizens of society than If It Is written In an abstract, theoretical mode.

of

Another critlcal work In the re~nt times which succeeds In performing such a task Is Creating a NaNonallty:
Ramajsnmsbhooml Movement and ths Fssr of ths Sslf by Ashla Nandy and his colleagues. A aympathettc and crltlcal
discussion of the victims of communallsm In this has the potential to create a solidarity for collectlve action against this
all-pervasive virus. The first chapter of this book, "'Hlndutva as Savama Purana," la remarkable from this point of view.
But the authors seem to lack a deep engagement In few other Instances of their nanationa. They find the house of a
victim in Ayodhya and even though they find his story heart-rendering, they are In a hurry to leave the village before the
fall of night. They cannot wait. But It la needless to reiterate that aoclat criticism requires a deep Immersion In the llfe of
fellow-beings-·an Immersion which one misses In Nandy and his colleagues• .critical text.
In thinking about the efficacy of social criticism Its language la a very decisive factor. Many of our social critics to
day do not write In the language of the people. Even In a society such as lndla, our critics hoping to create revolution In
peoples' conaclousneN through their orltlcal exegeala, write only in English. Common men and women do not become
part of such a conversation. But such a mode creates a division between people and writers In the present day world
slmllar to ~hat between people and the court pundits In the days of the Maharajae (Davy 1992).
But the problem here is not simply one of writing In English rather than In the vemacular. The key question Is one of
comprehension, commitment and desire for dlalogue. What Is written In the name of social criticism In a language-English
or Ortya--may not be understood by people who speak the same language. As Russell Jacoby (1987: 238) tells us about
•
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the intellectuals in the contemporary US. It Is difficult for common people to understand their professional and arcane
languages·· which symbolize their ..refuse as well as flight.., Soclal critics today have become professionals and they are
no more a Socrates on the street but members of the system world of the university or the kindred Institutions. This
spells of "privatization," "withdrawal from a larger public discourse" and lack of concern for the ongoing dynamics and
struggle in the outside world. In this context, It Is no wonder then that the radicals among the critics and intellectuals
today In a society such as the contemporary U.S. suddenly tum to new fields like semiotics "as If the really Interesting
thing about the homeless were the variety of coded messages of protest that c4rdboard boxes could convey" (Harvey
1991: 69).
11

We began this joumey with the view that selfeeritlcism ts the foundation of social criticism and now we should try to
understand some of Its lmpllcatlona. The first atep here .Is that soclal critic has to make his or her own life subject of
criticism. He or she has to reflect whether the transformation that Is desired In Institutions and society In her crftlcal agenda
Is also at work In her own life. Selfeeritlclam as a mode of criticism Is also meant to enable others to be critical of
themselves. As a mode of crttlcal engagement, It Is meant to help us reallze the distinction between ego and self. Selfcriticism also seeks to Interrogate the life that one Is leading keeping mind the condition of the majority and the agenda
of transformation. If the two-third of the world are not able to have two square meal a day then the object of self-criticism
Is to make us think about our Ufe governed by conspicuous consumption. Self-criticism also goes beyond a formal legalistic
view of one•s goodness and responslblllty. For Instance, one may not be violating any law but if the society Is itself unjust
then the task of self-criticism Is to make one realize the responsibility one has to change the current social arrangement
and create a new one.

In

Criticism, Creativity and Culture
Having discussed some of the questions that confront us In the craft of social criticism, now I wish to discuss some
of the issues that call for our reflection In the fleld of cultural creativity. The first Issue here is the issue of culture as a
source of crflictsm and creativity In the field of society. Culture is not a mirror Image of the political and economic structures
of a soc!ety. Culture contains a critlcal posslblHty to interrogate the foundations of society and Its structure of power.
Even Edward Said who Is known for his outstanding work on the relationship between culture and power tells us: -Culture
palliates, If It does not altogether neutralize, the ravages of a modem. aggressive. mercantile, and brutalizing urban
exlst~nce. You read Dante or Shakespeare In order to keep up with the best that was thought and known, and also to
see yourself, your people, society and tradition In these best lights" (Said 1993: xii). As culture Is a pattem implicated.In
a ffeld of power, culture also contains within It a dimension of ideal seeking vls·&·vis self•reallzatton, modes of
intersub)ectivtty, and the conltftutlon of a good society which puts ft In a relationship of conflict and transcendence with
the structure of power.
•

Indian philosopher G.C. Pande helps us In understanding this Ideal dimension in culture. For Pande, •rt Is only with
reflective consciousness that the subjective-objective wor1d of culture can be apprehended" (Pande 1982: 23). For Pande,
culture Is a dialectical process of value-seeking: '10 seek a value is to seek progress In Infinite direction, for it is in the
nature of value to be a standard of perfection which Judges all alternatives to fall short of Ideal. From the rower realization
of the self In tenns of finite accidents (upadhls) to their complete transcendence In pure self-experience, the human seeking
follows a process of dlalectlcal evolution." Panda urges us to realize that the ihe dialectic of value-seeking Is the dialectic
of self-transformation through the Interaction of vision and praxis. It lmplles not merely progress within a plane of
consciousness but a change In the plane of consciousness· (Panda 1982: 26-27; emphases added).
Culture has a dimension of "beyond" wtthln It which resists Its absolutlzatlon and political fixation. Every cutture
has and ought to cultivate a 11metaculture" which can radicalize both culture and self (Sidney 1967).1 'As Homi Bhaba
(1994 7) argues: "•••to dwell In the beyond Is also••to be part of a revisionary time, a retum'to the present to redescrlbe our
cultural contemporaneity; to redescrlbe our human. historic commonalty, to touch the future on Its hltherside. In that sense,
the Intervening space of beyond becomes a space of Intervention In here and now: But this "beyond,. dimension of culture
is not fully appreciated In contemporary reflections on It. For Instance, In her provocative essay, "The nice thing about
culture is ·that everyone has it,.. anthropologist Marilyn Stratham (1995) points to the need for sources of creativity In
culture in an •elsewhere." But she Just leaves her critfcal exploration at that and falls to realize that it Is the Ideal and
11
Beyond" dimension in culture which constitutes that 11elsewhere."
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Confronting the challenge of cultural difference as such difference Is becoming a ground for new exclusionary
practices such as racism and vlolence against the cultural alien In one's land Is an Important task now, a task which requires
for Its fulfilment •certain readjustment In both our rhetorlr.al habits and sense of mission" (Geertz 1986: 119). The creation
of exclusion In the name of culture Is most evident In the anti-Immigration rhetortc and law In Europe, North America and
now In many parts of the wortd. As a commentator helps us understand this: lmmlgrants threaten to swamp us with
their alien culture and if they are allowed In large numbers, they will destroy the •homogeneity of the nation'. At the heart
of this new racism Is the notion of culture and tradition" (Barker quoted In Stolcke 1995; 3). While ear11er racism lnfertorized
the other, the new racism, In the name of culture, as anthropologlat Verena Stolcke argues, can even assert the absolute,
Irreducible difference of the •setr and the lncommensurablllty of different cultural Identities (Stolcke 1995; 4).
11

11

Stolcke argues that contemporary cultural fundamentalism's rhetoric gf exclusion and Its relflcation of cultural
difference draws, for Its argumentative force, •on the contradictory 19th- century conception of the modem nation-state
which assumed that the territorial state and Its people are founded on a cultural heritage that Is bounded, compact, and
distinct.••" (Stolcke 1995: 12). Away out of the erasure of the other In the name of culture requires going beyond such
poflticJzatlon of culture and the accompanying conflation between society and culture and state and culture. According
to Stolcke, "Genuine tolerance for cultural diversity can flourish without entalllng disadvantages only when society and
poHty are democratic and egaHtarian enough to enable people to resist discrimination (whether as Immigrants, foreigners,
women, blacks) and develop differences without Jeopardizing themselves and aolldarlty among them" (Stolcke 1995; 13).
But It Is Instructive that Stolcke herself writes In the very next line of her essay: "I wonder whether this Is possible within
the confines of the modem nation-state or, for that matter of any state"(lbld). Thus Stolcke is sensitizing us to the limits
of the state-centric approach In deallng with the problem of the other and the fundamentalism of culturtl though others
characterize her diagnosis as utopian.7
It Is precisely the utopian dimension In self and culture that needs to be retrieved. artfculated, and lived by at the
contemporary Juncture. The tendency to erase an "other" because of difference of culture cannot be fought only at the
level of State and now creative responses to It has to be explored In the domains of self and culture. But such a sensitivity
to the limits of polltlcs In addressing the challenge of cultural difference and the fundamentalism of culture seems to be
lacking In the contemporary debate on mufti-culturallsm. Starting In North America, like all fashions, the discourse of
multl-culturalfam fa now catching up with the rest of the world as If it contains a new revelation about toleration. But the
proponents of this debate can only talk of pofltics of recognition." The most obvious example here is Charles Taylorts
(1994) agenda of multl-culturallsm. It Is striking that Taylor does not bring the project of a "reflective se1r· (cf. Taylor 1989)
to his project on multi-culturallsm as a bearer and agent which would have helped to create a deeper ontological ground
for the acceptance of cultural difference and helped to transform ft from the present state of Juxtaposition and hyphenation
to one of interpenetration and dialogue.
11

The project of multl-culturallsm also can valorize one's cultural Identity and demand for cultural rights. But this can
lead to the suppression of the right of lndlvlduals and their capacity for creative ways. Both K. Anthony Appiah and
Veena Das quite Insightfully draw our attention to this problem. The Identities whose recognition are pleaded for In the
politics of multi-culturansm are the colfectlve Identities but valorfzlng these can lead to the suppression of creative variations
within a collective. Appiah urges us to be attentive to the two levels of authenticity-the collective and the lndlvldual11
and cautions us: ••a politics of Identity can be counted on to transform the Identities on whose behalf it ostensibly labors.
Between the politics of recognition and the polltlcs of compulslon, there Is no bright llne" (Appiah 1994: 163). In a similar
way, Veena Oas also helps In widening our universe of discourse when she writes: ·An lndlvldual's capacity to make sense
of the world presupposes the existence of collective traditions; but Individuals must be able to experiment with these
coUectlve traditions by being allowed to llve at their Hmlts. A simultaneous development of the rights of groups and
indlvkluals wllf depend on the extent to which these paradoxes can be given voice, both In the realm of the state and In
the realm of the public culture of .civil aoclety" (Das 1995: 116)..

Now let us direct our attention to two exciting emergent processes ·where cultural creativity Is embodied at the
contemporary Juncture. One Is Iha rt• of what le caUed the new eoclal movements both In the advanced societies and
the developing world which ,tght for symbolic and cultural statea, for the achievement of new meaning In social action"
(WIiker 1988:96). These movement• are conlfdared IOCfo-cultural rather than IOClo·polltlcal Insofar as their objacUve la
to realize a new grammar of creativity In aoclal llfa rather than capture power. These movements have been bearers of
cultural creativity and have offered altematlve Imagination of aelf and eoclety often denied by the medla·steered systema
of our society. They provide an altematlve language of seff-actualfzaHon and social govemance- reciprocity, sharing,
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co-operation and renu·nclatlon. Whether we talk of liberation theology In Latin America, Habitat for Humanity In the USA,

Swadhyaya In Westem India, new social movements in Western Europe, the Chlpko In the Hlmalayas we find a new
mode of social criticism whose objective Is not the capture of power but reallzatlon of what one such movement,
Swadhyaya, calls sanskrotlka krantl, a cultural revolution.
Another aspect of the culture shift In contemporary advanced societies Is the rise of what Roland lnglehart calls a
post· materialist culture. In the words of lnglehart (1990: 278), "The major existing political parties were establlshed In
an era when economic Issues were dominant and the working class was the main base of support for soclo-polltlcal
change. Today, the most heated Issues tend to be non-economic, and support for change on these Issues comes from
postmateriallsts, largely of mlddla-clasa origin". But lnglehart leaves unexplored the way the emergent post-materialist
culture relates to the material deprivation In the advanced Industrial societies and the world at large. For Instance, what
happens to the Issue of poverty and unemployment In the discourse of post-materialism? As one of Alain Touralne's
tnfonnants puts It: "The ecology movement has been totally Incapable of explalntng to workers and discussing with them
the Importance of those themes for their day-to-day problems" (Touralne 1983: 7t).
This
points to the need for developing a cultural critique of the economic system wblch binds us to many chains of
•
unfreedom. Culture plays an Important role In the dynamics of the economy at present. As Scott Lash and John Urry
(Lash & Urry 1987) argue, culture Is not slmply an object of production now, production Itself Is becoming Increasingly
cultural. Thus It Is no wonder then that_the production cf aesthetically beautiful and lofty apartments Is a vltal part of the
speculative regime of late capitalism today. But Lash and Urry do not analyze the human cost of such an economy and
the enonnous problem of homeleaaneas that the shift of capital from production to epeculatlon In lofty real estate creates.
Their account of the shifting trajectory of capltallsm and Its Increasing cultural tum Is devoid of a normative criticism.
We here need a cultural criticism of contemporary capitalism as an Institutional regime. As Alf Hornborg argues, "The
counterdrlve to total commodftizatlon is the cognitive discrimination we know as culture" (Homborg 1993: 317).
To speak of culture and the contemporary condition without speaking of the communications revolution underway
In the present-day world would be an Incomplete exercise. Now televlslon Is a household reality for many of us In all
comers of the wottd. Televlslon has helped to dissolve the distinction between the ·high culture" and "low culture" and
we must not fall to acknowledge the democratizing potentfal In this dissolution. But at the same time we have to reallze
that televlslon has made us consumers of culture, making us belleve that the vicarious consumption of culture Is the
same thing as rts creation (see,' Das 1984, 1993). But If many of us become consumers of culture when culture means
soap operas, media-steered system Images and advertisements for the system of money and power then what Is the
fate of culture as a source and process of transfonnatlon?
A contemporary meditation on self, other and culture cannot absolve Itself of the obligation of criticism and creativity.
The challenge for us Is to continue to create culture In an age where culture Itself has been made an object of consumption
and commodlflcatlon. When consumption of what on an average Is understood as culture seems to be our new
weltanschauung--our new yugsdha~the task for us Is to recover the ground where cultural creativity as a sadhans
of self and Institutional transformation becomes a powerful Ideal In our lndlvldual Jives and In our public sphere. It Is
needless to mention that the realization of such a task requires multi-dlmenslonal effort at both Individual and collective
levels.
Creation of culture Is a wor1< of ssdhana. It Is a work of aflence. But the culture of TV Is the culture of the
bombardment of words (MIiier 1988). So the first step Is to leam to be altent Jn our age of communications revolution:
SIience would help us reallze that If we watch televlalon four hours a ~y or even two hours a day then even God cannot
help us from being slipped Into what Baudrlllard calla the -Silent majority" a~d Toyenbee called 1he uncreative majority."
But this desired slfence may not come so spontaneously. The struggle for the meaning of culture In the next century
may begin wrth the breaking of talevlalon sets which would complete the unfinished agenda of transtonnatlon Inaugurated
by the Luddite breaking of the machines of Industrial production In the last century.

The Dlalectlcs of Contemporary Transformations
Certain features of the contemporary processes of change Immediately arrest our attention. One is having to do
with the increasing significance of science and technology in creating ever more powerful systems where the professionals
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who manage these are our new •colonial masters," to put It In the memorable phrase of Habermas. Along with this new
colonialism of the elites and the holders of power what American soclal critic Christopher Lasch characterizes as the
revolt of the elites. we also witness movements for freedom everywhere which Is passionately put In the following lines of
Ken Saro·Wlwa (1995: 15), the great soul of the Ogonl tribe whose llfe was terminated by the dictator of Nigeria: 'We are
witnessing the birth of a new phenomenon. the decision of a small group of people that they will not tolerate their
dehumanlzatlon..And all the guns of the wortd, the casuistry of dictatorship and the threat of death and Imprisonment
cannot deter a people to secure their God-given rights.."
Saro-Wlwa's struggle and martyrdom emphasize the crucial significance of Issue of autonomy and "self-organization,"
what Gandhi had Identified long time ago as the Issue of swsrsJ. Speaking of his own predicament and at the same time
Identifying himself with the sorrow of annlhllatlon of groups and individuals everywhere In the world, Saro-Wlwa tells us:
..,n virtually every nation-state are several -c>gonles"--despalrfng and disappearing peoples suffering the yoke of political
marglnallzatlon, economic strangulation and environmental degradatlon ••What Is their future?" The future, as Saro-Wiwa
himself (1995: 76) tells us Ilea In creating what he calls ·undlluted federalism." Autonomy movements alt over the worldwhether In Kashmir, Punjab, Palestine or Tlbet--are fighting for ,.self-organlzatlonH and the answer to their struggle lies In
creating genuine federal frames of co-ordination. But the question of -self-organization" of groups is related to the
·democratic self-leglslatlon" {cf. Habermaa 1995) of lndMduaJs. Many of the leaders of the autonomy movements use
authoritarian means to achieve their goal and one does not know whether their realized ·swaraj" would replace one tyranny
with another.
Realization of radical democracy Is an Important challenge at the contemporary juncture and this can provide us an
yardstick to evaluate our struggles for autonomy as well as our current economic systems which Is based on the spllt
between what Amartya Sen calls ,ood and freedom: It Is not possible here to go Into In all Its detalls the exciting question
of radical democracy except to point out four most cruclal Issues In this regard. The first Is the Issue of economic
democracy. The second relates to the need for creating a "reflective self' as the actor and bearer of democracy who is
. able to overcome the dualism between negative freedom and positive freedom. The third relates to the Issue of civil
society. Civil society, flke the discourse of democracy, has become a globally Influential Ideal today. But the Idea of clvll
society Is very much stateacentric and Its essential political and modernist bias needs a spiritual and universal opening
today (cf. Giddens 1994: Uberoi 1996). Furthermore, the way globalization both threatens and opens up new possibilities
for civil society has to be understood. Oahrendorf's argument that "the condition of global competition coupled with social
disintegration is not favorable to the constitution of liberty" helps us to understand the threat to' civil society because of its
consequent twin processes of -1ndlvtduallzat10n" and •centrallzatlon" (Dahrendorf 1995: 17). At the same time, the
transnational Initiatives that proliferate today in the fonn of transnational people's movements and lntemational NGO
activities open up a creative space for establishing people-to"f)eople solidarity without the mediation of the nation-state.
The fourth Issue in striving for the raaUzatlon of radical democracy relates to the creation of transformatlve instibJtions
and transforming existing Institutions. It la because the foundation of many of the existing lnstltutions-.from the family to
the Unlverslty--do not flt In well with the agenda of a radical democracy. We now need to move from our preoccupation
with electoral democracy to what can be called •ct1aloglc democracy" (cf. Giddens 1995; Glrl 1996) both In the sphere of
intimate relations and in our pubic sphere. But the realization of •dtaloglc democracy" is not possible today without a
•radical form of self-govemmenr (cf. Beck & Beck.Oemshelm 1995: 194). The transformative Institutions have to create
a ground for such a flowering of crltlctsm and creativity In the life of the individuals. As Claus Offe urges us to realise,
..instltuttonal conditions of collective action within clvll society" today are -significant factors In the development of moral
competence" (Offe 1992: 80). Offe and his colleague Heinze further argue that Institutions today have a moral responsfblHty
to educate our desire when we are enmeshed In an inner conflict between" our •more desirable"• and "less desirable
desires" (Offe and Heinze 1991: 167).
But how do we create transformative Institutions at the contemporary juncture? qan they be created by sociopolitical struggles alone? Institutions are not manufactured but they are nurtured like flowers and this requires both
transformatlve practice In the llfe of indivtduala and an alternative relation of lntersubjectlvlty dynamically at work In the
field of culture and society. Alternative relationships founded on Intimacy, sincerity and egolessness can be the
genealogical grounds of new Institutions. Tranafonnlng existing institutions requires the work of what Pantham (1995),
following Gandhi calls •experimental sub)8ctlvltf. Such a work brings aelf-tranafonnation and transformation of society
together. As Roberto M. Unger (1987: 400) argues,
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The ability to
institutional transformation as part of an attempt to change the character of our most
elementary personal interactions pushes the conflict over the form of society beyond the instrumental
struggle over material advantage. It extends strategic prudence into visionary ardor, thereby offering the
incitement to sacrifice and self-restraint that cold calculation Is rarely enough to ensure.
The agenda of transformation also Involves the task of reinterpreting emancipatory ideals and concepts currently in
vogue. In a recent Insightful paper Immanuel Wallersteln (1995) argues that the first task here is "undoing of the Eurocentric
assumptions that have dominated for the last two centuries," an undoing which Involves •acute and constant polltlcal and
cultural struggle.'' As Wallersteln cautions us about the aristocratic bias and the anti-democratic thrust of llberallsm and
argues: 'We can contribute nothing to a deslrable resolution of the termlnal crisis of our world-system unless we make It
very clear that only a relatively egaHtarlan, fully democratic historical system is desirable (Wallerstein 1995: 16).
11

But Wallerstein seems to have taken for granted the meaning of egalitarianism and democracy. Similar Is also the
problem with the work of an engaging critic such as ManoranJan Mohanty who concludes his fascinating critique of the
contemporary discourse of empowerment with the argument that the concept of empowerment now has to contend with
other 11concepts like liberation, freedom, and equality" (Mohanty 1995). But Mohanty does not discuss the need for critically
examining the genealogies and relevance of these concepts as they proliferate today. An engagement with transformative
practice can suggest that all these three concepts are need of reinterpretation today--a reinterpretation not simply for the
sake of pleasure of semantic Jugglery but as a guide to transformatlve action. Consider, for instance, a concept llke equality
and the conjoint Ideal of egalltarianfsm. How do we reallze an egalltarlan society In the Ilght of falfure of both socfallsm
and welfare state to achieve distributive equality? Just reiterating the slogan of equality now won't do. In this context,
Anthony Glddens's distinction between distributive equality and "generative equaltty" has t~e potential for a new departure
(Giddens 1994). Agenerative model of equallty emphasizes upon the mutual collaboratlon between the affluent and the
poor In building the collective foundations of a good life and In overcoming 11c0Hectlve bads" (Giddens 1994: 191 ).
Equalization here is primarily understood In terms of equalization of a quest for a meaningful life and relationship. In a
generative striving for equality, lnequallty In life chances Is tackled through changes In life-style (Giddens 1994: 194).
Slmllar Is also the challenge of reinterpretation with an Ideal llke Justice. In thinking about the calling of Justice In the
human condition the most Important challenge Is creating what Rawls (1972) himself calls a "capacity for Justice" within
the Individual. But the Rawlslan project Is sllent about the ontological preparation for this capacity which requires for Its
fulfillment the realization that "I am more than Just my brother's keeper, I am my brother" (Zohar & Marshall 1993: 174).
And now finally coming to the question of rethinking dlalectlcs at the contemporary Juncture. Dialectical thinking
whether of the Hegelian or Marxian kind has deeply Influenced collective action and critical reflection In the last one hundred
and fifty years. But how do we look at the theory and practice of dlalectlcs In the light of contemporary changes? As a
prelude to this rethinking we can consider the following points. First, dlalectfcs does not always involve the conflict between
thesis and anti-thesis and there Is also a process of co-operation at work. Second, the dialectical process is a reflective
process where self-reflactlon Is an Important agent, leading to a fundamental transformation of the phenomena and persons
engaged In the process of dlafectlcal Interpenetration.
In a recent important work Roy Bhaskar (1993) helps us fn this Journey of rethinking. Bhaskar (1993: 3) argues
that "dialectical processes and configurations are not always sublatory (I.e., suppressive}, let alone preservative. Nor
are they necessarily characterized by opposition or antagonism .••" Reminding us of the Ideal of 11permanent criticism''
discussed in the beginning of this paper, Bhaskar (1993: 20) tells us: ·oJalectlo Is a method..whlch enables the dlalectlcal
commentator to observe the proceu by which the various categories, notion or forms of consciousness arise out of each
other to form ever more Inclusive totaHtles untH the system of categories, notions or fonns as a whole is completed." But
Bhaskar quickly urges us to realize the distinction between •bad totalltles" and "good totalltles. While "good totalities" are
open; bad totalities are. "whether constetionally or otherwise, closed" (Bhaskar 1993: 24). While for Hegel, totality Is
"constentlonally closed" and the Idea of •an open totality would conjure up the specter of an Infinite regress" (Bhaskar
1993: 25), the objective of a transformed dlalectlcal engagement la to reallze 01>!'" totaRty.11
Bhaskar helps us to relate dialectic to what he calls ihe pulse of freedom." I wish to conclude by relating it to the
pulse of dialogue. Dialogue Is different from oppositional confrontation and Is always characterized by a reflexlvfty about
one's own position and transformation of the lnltlal starting point. It Is also characterized by a process of resynthesls
where people discover that "they have to listen to each other In a new way" (Zohar & Marshall 1993: 236). Like the
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dialectical objective of realization of an open totality, the objective of dialogue, after the transformation of one's own Initial
point of view and mutual deconstruction of each other's positions, Is to move In a new order. As Donnah Zohar & Ian
Marshall (1993: 236) help us understand this: "This new order is a whole new, emergent level of consciousness in which
the participants get beyond the fragmented state of lndlvldual consciousness to a shared pool of meaning and value•."
Zohar and Marshall (1993: 248) further tell us, •every time that we try to understand another person's point of view It Is a
small religious act. It Is also a small polltlcal act." As we address the challenge of social criticism, cultural creativity and
the contemporary dialectics of transformations there is probably an epochal need to understand the spiritual and political
significance of dialogue and to transform the world In accordance with such an understanding.
(This was presented as the Introductory statment In the Sliver Jubllee Workshop on "Social Criticism, Cultural
Creativity and the Contemporary Dialectics of Transformations." December 4-7, 1996, Madras Institute of
Development Studies, Madras. The author thanks Mr. M. Thomas. Dr. Nancy W. Hanrahan, Dr. S. Chandran
and Professor Felix WIifred for their comments and criticism but they are In no way responsible for the
views expressed here.]
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Notes
1

As Ashis Nandy (1995: 112) helps us understand this: "Thus, psychoanalysts such as Carl Jung, who were especially
open to the Indian world view, found few adherents In India: Marxist scholars such as Emst Bloch. who sought to
establish a continuity between the Marxist vision and the older rellglous wor1dvlews. never enjoyed a vogue In non·
European societies organized around religion."

2

Achyutananda Das says that In the spiritual life of a person, the first bhava or feeling Is the bhava of Kshatriya. First
he has to fight, fight with one•s rlpus (enemies) and annihilate them. Then comes the feeling of vaishya. At that
time, a bhakta wants to do commerce with one's god, he wants to enhance his wealth. The third step In this ascending
order is the step of Brahmans bhava. At that time one spends time with rituals; the warship continues with mantra
and murtl. And the fourth stage Is the stage of Shudra bhava during which one wants to serve God and the other
without any precondition. For Achyutananda Das. the highest stage of seH is the stage where one acquires Shudra
bhava (cf. Das 1992).

3

For Heidegger, "co·being means not a social Juxtaposition but rather a constitutive Juncture or correlation" (Dallmayr
1993: 182).

4

What Nandy writes about bread and freedom applies to the logic of a hlerarchlcal and successive formulation (in
terms of freedom coming after paper) between power and freedom: 11•••there Is not only Maslow's theory of hierarchy
of needs but also a half-articulated anti-Maslowlan logic which says that If freedom can be an ego defense and not
a real substitute for bread. bread too can be an ego defense and not a real substitute for freedom" (Nandy 1986:
250).

5

For Foucault. a critic Is a "'specific lntellectuar as different from a unlversal Intellectual" and •one dimension of criticism
for the specific intellectual Is the critique of universality perse•• (Caputo & Yount 1993: 8).

11

ff

In order to understand the work and the crltlcal significance of •metaculture• 1et us consider the way three different
thinkers use It In three different context•. Speaking of the predicament of globallzatlon. anthropologist Ulf Hannerz
uses It In the following manner: IAA more genuine cosmopolltanlsm entails a certalninetacultural position. There Is
first of all a wllllngnass to engage with the other••" On the other hand sociologist Roland Robertson uses It In the
following manner. "there Is a need for more dl1CUSslon of what I call" metaculture as a way of addressing the varying
links between culture and aoclal structure and lndlvldual and cotlectlva action" (Robertson 1992: 34). Theologian
Rlenhold Niebuhr sums up Its slgnHtcance In the followlng lines:

6

, We cannot expect even the wll981t of nations to escape every peril of moral and aplrttual complacency; for nationS
have always been conatltUtlonally nlf-ttghtaous. But It wlU make a dlffel9n08 whether the culture In which polltici
of nations are formed la only•• deep and high as nat1on'1 ldeal8: or whether there 11 a dimension In the culture
from the standpoint of which the element of vanity In all human ambltlona and achievements Is dlacemed.

7

For Instance, Jonathan Benthall, In his comments on Stolcke'a essay writes: '1"he last seven words of Stolcke's
lecture sug~est that she wants alt state power to be weakened which sounds utopian" (Benthall 1995: 13)

8

In this context, what Bhaskar (1993: 26) writes la noteworthy: •even If It la admitted that there Is some kind of
Inadequacy or lack In an open totality..., there Is no Inadequacy In the thought of an open totality. which la what 11 at
stake here."
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